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Introduction

❖ Mining test suites associated with similar functions across libraries, to 

generate test cases.

➢ Investigate the extent of existence of similar functions across libraries 

implemented in same or different languages. 

➢ Effectiveness of using tests associated with functions to reveal defects in other 

similar functions.

➢ Challenges in automating this testing process.
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Motivating Example
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Past Work
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Mining similar codes for

➢ program comprehension1, reusability, 

example retrieval2, rapid prototyping3, 

and discovering code theft4

1Sager et al., MSR’06: Detecting similar java classes using tree algorithms, 2Bajracharya et al., FSE’10: Leveraging usage similarity for 

effective retrieval of examples in code repositories, 3McMillan et al., ICSE’12: Recommending source code for use in rapid software 

prototypes, 4Liu et al., KDD’06: Gplag: Detection of software plagiarism by program dependence graph analysis



Past Work
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Mining source code for bug detection?

➢ restricted to code clones1 or 

softwares/libraries implemented in same 

language2

1Jiang et al., FSE’07: Context-based detection of clone-related bugs

2Taneja et al., ASE’10: Mitv: Multiple-implementation testing of user-input validators for web applications



Objective 1

Investigate the extent of existence of similar functions 
across libraries implemented in same or different 
languages. 
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Data Extraction

❖ Dataset: 31,716 query functions over 20 pairs of training and testing set 

of libraries
➢ function= (documentation, function name)
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Match Extractor Framework
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Match Extractor Framework
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Match Extractor Framework
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Objective 2

Effectiveness of using tests associated with functions 
to reveal defects in other similar functions.
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❖ Extract test cases associated with correctly mapped function pairs
❖ Translating test assertions for the matched function across library
❖ Log failed assertions to verify with the documentation

public void testEmailUserName()  {
assertFalse(validator.isValid("john56789.john56789.john56789.john5678
9.john56789.john56789.john5@example.com"));}

@pytest.mark.parametrize(('value',), [ 
('john56789.john56789.john56789.john56789.john56789.john56789.john5@e
xample.com',)])
def test_invalid_email(value):
    assert isinstance(email(value), ValidationFailure)

Data Analysis
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Study Results
1. How often do similar functions exist across libraries?
2. Does the language and theme of the libraries influence 

the extent of similarity matches?
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Study Results I
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1,067 valid matches extracted for 31,716 query functions.



Study Results I

❖ Intra-language matches more 
than inter-language matches.

❖ The constructs and the 
paradigm of a language suit 
certain type of functionalities.
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1,067 valid matches extracted for 31,716 query functions.



❖ Exactly same functionality

➢ Example: Validate an IP address

➢ Useful for code reuse opportunities

❖ Superset-subset relation

➢ Example: Union on sets of ‘objects’ to union on sets of integers

➢ Useful from the perspective of improving or enhancing one implementation 

using another

Nature of Similarity
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❖ High functional overlap, difference in data structures or data types

➢ Example: Dictionary in Python and hashmap in Java implementations

➢ Useful to assess the performance of the two functions

❖ Functionally similar but varying algorithm or APIs

➢ Example: Similarity metrics such as path-similarity, Leacock-Chodorow 

similarity, and Resnik similarity

➢ Useful for performance assessment of one implementation over the other

Nature of Similarity
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Study Results
3. Does leveraging test suite for a function result in defect 

exposure in another similar function?
4. Can user reported issues and pull requests in a library 

serve as a source to expose defects across another 
library?
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1,067 matches resulted in

❖ 72 defects from 46 matches

❖ 40 defects validated by 

developers

❖ 30.6% defect-revealing test 

cases sourced from issue 

reports or pull requests

Study Results II
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Other Inferences: Influence of popularity
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Lesser popular libraries could also be beneficial in revealing defects in 
libraries that are more popular.



Challenges in Automation

Automated
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Challenges in Automation

❖ Improve Match Extractor’s precision

➢ F1 score of 0.21, owing to a low precision of 0.12 (at recall of 0.89), at a 

threshold similarity score of 0.34. 

➢ Inclusion of programmatic features such as tokens extraction from statements.

■ Need lightweight analysis to minimize language dependency.

❖ Varying test frameworks across libraries, especially across languages
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Challenges in Automation

❖ Test Extraction and Generation: Variation in function signatures

➢ Difference in input data type: CharSequence and Strings

➢ Difference in the order of parameters: F1(A1,B1) and F2(B2,A2)

■ Heuristics to map the appropriate parameters to generate tests.

➢ Different number of parameters: F1(A1,B1,C1) and F2(A2,B2)

■ Extracting relevant parameter(s); Substituting the input for extra parameter(s)

➢ Difference in the source of input: 

■ Splitter.on(String separator).split(CharSequence sequence) and 

split(String str, String separatorChars)
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Summary

❖ An average of 7.4% of the functions in a queried library resulted in a 

matching (similar) function in another library.

❖ The study exposed 72 defects obtained from 4.3% of the extracted 

matches.
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Favourable observations to build automated testing tools that 
leverage software mining.



Questions?
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Annexure



Why Low Precision?

❖ Query functions with no actual match in the training library: The 

extractor still returned some match that contained common key terms 
➢ Hence, low precision but a high recall

❖ Context specific: query as “with decimals parsing”; match as “Parses

the specified string as a signed decimal integer value...”

➢ decimal point vs. signed integer with base 10 (referred to as decimal)

❖ Highly generic description: delete vs. deleteAll 
➢ Could be deletion on anything



Other inferences: Matches across themes

❖ No indication of a major 

dominance of any theme 

in finding the matches. 

❖ The idea of leveraging 

similarities may be 

explored for diverse 

themes.



Other inferences: Defects across themes

❖ No theme found to be  

dominating in the share of 

defects revealed in it.

❖ Approach may be 

applicable to diverse 

themes.



Defect Samples



Threats to Validity

❖ Repeatability of observations: Topic coherence score (Cv) of at least 0.49 

on every pair of libraries used to obtain the topic models. 
➢ Low standard deviation on the coherence score, not exceeding 0.01, as 

observed over five runs of topic modelling for every pair of libraries
■ Indicating results unlikely to change significantly with different runs of the LDA

❖ On generalization of study: 31,716 queries sourced from 12 libraries in 2 

languages and 3 themes.
➢ languages that support multiple paradigms and typing (statically vs. dynamically 

typed) ; commonly used in the software projects (as listed by GitHub in 2017*)

➢ 3 diverse themes capturing 4 libraries from each theme
*  https://octoverse.github.com/
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